Type, Introduction, and Metadata
A. Default settings for
Availability

Availability
This assessment can be taken

by all site members

corrected inconsistency here
(was "This assessment is
available to" in some places

by
only selected groups...
beginning
anonymously (no login)
immediately (if left blank)

preposition "by" is in
menu because of
"anonymously" option
It is due
at any time (if left blank)

Per Brian, hiding fields to add overriding
exceptions until click button. To me this
doesn't save much space or screen real
estate, so I would consider it optional

and has a time limit of
0

min. (no limit if 0)

hour and min pulldowns
replaced with single textbox.
Will require validation, preferably
real time but if not, then when
Late submissions accepted?
save is attempted. Please
Yes, until
(if no date specified, then indefinitely) advise on which validation is
possible and I will write error
No, submissions not accepted after due date
messages
(For students without previous submissions, saved assignments automatically submitted after due date or late acceptance date)
Add exceptions for groups and individuals...
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Type, Introduction, and Metadata
A. Default settings for
Availability with overrides
open

Availability
This assessment can be taken
by default

by all site members
beginning
immediately (if left blank)

note, that if these date fields are left blank, you will see grey
text indicating what effect that will have. We can add "(if left
blank)" to those fields, but I don't think it is necessary.
It is due
at any time (if left blank)

and has a time limit of
0

min. (no limit if 0)

Overriding exceptions to dates and time limit(s) above will be made for:
Type name of individual or group

If user doesn't fill anything in here before saving settings, this
exceptions section will again collapse during subsequent visits.

Late submissions accepted?
Yes, until
(if no date specified, then indefinitely)
No, submissions not accepted after due date
(For students without previous submissions, saved assignments automatically submitted after due date or late acceptance date)
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Type, Introduction, and Metadata
B. Entire site has access,
with group overrides, p5

Availability
This assessment can be taken

by all site members

by default
beginning
It is due
While I could remove "by default"
immediately (if blank)
at any time (if blank)
above, it needs to be clear these
are the default settings
Overriding exceptions to dates and time limit above will be made for:
beginning
X Extra Time Group
Type name of individual or group

Late submissions accepted?

same as default

It is due
same as default

This has to say "same as default" rather than "same as
above" because there could be multiple rows; everything is
relative to default, not row above.

and has time limit of
0

min. (no limit if 0)

This field if blank will yield
no time limit (as will "0")
and has time limit of
same as default

min.

This field if blank, will
result in default time
limit. Enter "0" to
explicitly get no time limit

Yes, until
(if no date specified, then indefinitely)
Original request to use
No, submissions not accepted after due date
multipliers (1.5x, 2x, etc.)
(For students without previous submissions, saved assignments automatically submitted after due date
late acceptance
date)
wasorwithdrawn
for
simplicity's sake.
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